Relationship of clinical adverse event reports to models of arrhythmia risk.
A vital aspect of the drug discovery and development process is the identification and filtering of drugs with high risk of dangerous adverse events. Torsade de Pointes (TdP) is one example of an adverse event that requires thorough in vitro and in vivo drug screening. This is because TdP, a tachycardic ventricular arrhythmia, can develop into fatal cardiac events if left unresolved and has been missed during drug development with profound consequences. These factors led to the development of pre-clinical screening guidelines based on the presence of drug induced QT prolongation (QTp), which has been linked to TdP. These guidelines have high sensitivity, but low specificity, as they tend to predict QTp, which precedes TdP events but does not always lead to TdP. Computational models have the potential to improve these prediction methods by bridging the gaps between preclinical and clinical data. This study proposes the use of adverse event reports obtained from the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System as a representation of clinical TdP risk. By incorporating these reports into computational models, a more accurate risk prediction may be developed.